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Challenge � Political Succ�ion 
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru passed away in May 1964. He 
had been unwell for more than a year. This had generated a lot of 
speculation about the usual question of succession: after Nehru, 
who? But in a newly independent country like India, this situation 
gave rise to a more serious question: after Nehru, what?

The second question arose from the serious doubts that many 
outsiders had about whether India’s democratic experiment will 
survive after Nehru. It was feared that like so many other newly 
independent countries, India too would not be able to manage a 
democratic succession. A failure to do so, it was feared, could lead 
to a political role for the army. Besides, there were doubts if the new 
leadership would be able to handle the multiple crises that awaited 
a solution. The 1960s were labelled as the ‘dangerous decade’ when 
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                  …new Prime 
Minist er �  India, in spite 
�  all forebodings, had been 
named with more dispatch, 
and much more dignity, 
than was the new Prime 
Minist er �  Britain.
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Fourth General Ele� ions, 1967 
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Ele� ion in a Rajasthan Village
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               ...in India, as 
pr� ent trends continue… 
maintenance �  an ordered 
structure �  soci  y is going 
to slip out �  reach �  an 
ordered structure �  civil 
government and the army 
will be only alternative 
source �  authority 
and order. …the great 
� periment �  developing 
India within a democratic 
� amework has failed.
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Split in the Congr�   
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                Hist ory … is 
repl� e with instanc�  �  
the tragedy that overtak�  
democracy � en a leader 
� o has risen to power on 
the cr� t �  a popular wave 
or with the su� ort �  a 
democratic organisation 
b� om�  a vi� im �  
political narci� ism 
and is e� ed on by a 
c� erie �  unscrupulous 
� cophants…...
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� e 1971 Ele� ion and R� toration 
  Congr�  
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